ORDER FORM

EM Publishing complements the work of the English Music Festival and EM Records, in issuing
books relating to unjustly overlooked British composers, and scores of music otherwise
unavailable, thus furthering knowledge of, and accessibility to, these composers and their works.

Armstrong Gibbs was a major figure in the national music scene in the 1920s and

1930s, celebrated for songs, choral and orchestral music and chamber music, yet
little has been written about him until now. In Armstrong Gibbs – A countryman born

and bred, the first comprehensive biography of the composer, Angela Aries evokes

a charming and almost forgotten musical world, while Lewis Foreman surveys

Gibbs’s very extensive musical output. The book also includes a complete list of
Gibbs’s works, compiled by Michael Pilkington. The book has been prepared with

careful reference to original sources and takes into account the very latest research

as well interviews with those who knew Gibbs personally.

To order your copy of Armstrong Gibbs – A countryman born and bred for £30 (plus postage & packing)
please complete this form and send it to: Sue Parker, 17 Ainsdale Grove, Cullingworth, Bradford,
BD13 5AU, enclosing a cheque made payable to EMF Endeavours.
Your details

Delivery details (if diﬀerent)

Address: ............................................................................

Address: ............................................................................

.............................................. Postcode: ............................

.............................................. Postcode: ............................

Name: ................................................................................

.............................................................................................

Email: .................................................................................

Telephone: .........................................................................

Name: ................................................................................

.............................................................................................

In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998, the information
provided on this form will be used solely for its stated purpose
and will never be sold or otherwise distributed to any third party.

I would like to be kept informed of the work of The English Music Festival and EM Records / EM Publishing.

Qty

Item

Armstrong Gibbs – A countryman born and bred

I enclose a cheque made
payable to EMF Endeavours

Unit price
£30.00

Total

Postage and Packing:

Please add £5.00 for delivery within the UK;
£10.00 for delivery of more than one book

TOTAL

EM Records is the trading name of EMF Endeavours Limited, registered in England and Wales with no. 7215022, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The English Music Festival Limited.

